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Did you know that just 12 hours of tutoring could boost your child’s marks from a C to an A?
Studies from over 300 tutors have shown that just 12 hours of private tutoring can help your child's
grades improve in the classroom. Surveys show that 72% of students can improve to at least 1 or 2
letter grades, meaning potentially your child could move from a D to a B or even a C to and A.
Private tutoring can offer your child one on one support, so your tutor can quickly and effectively
assess your child’s strengths and weaknesses. The tutor can then create a highly targeted plan and
work on any issues that need to be addressed.
Private tutoring can be a fun way to learn. The classroom has the traditional, less interactive approach to teaching, but depending on your child’s particular learning style, your tutor can create
fun lessons that are flexible and can suit any particular needs.
Private tutors either work from home or will conduct home visits, meaning your child will be
learning in a safe and secure environment. Your child will be able to discuss any problems or fears
and chat about any subjects they maybe having problems with, without the worry of what their
friends or teacher thinks. This can then lead to greater confidence in the classroom.
The overall grade improvement depends on lots of factors including the subject your child is being
tutored in and how dedicated your child is to their study (self-motivated students tend to do better).
However, if your child is having two hours of private tuition a week, you could see a significant
improvement in just one month.
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